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This book, which will appeal to Adventists who are interested in both current events and the

end-times, is a product of the authorâ€™s intense interest in Creation, end-times, and environmental

science, and wonders how the very apparent decline in the earth's environment fits into the Great

Controversy, if at all. As he began researching, Christiansen has been amazed at how much

information there is and that it has been in front of us all the time (though not previously seen in the

light of the current age).He says, "The result of my studies has been a deeper spiritual experience,

a deeper understanding of the great controversy, a deeper understanding of, and loathing for, sin,

and a deeper sense of urgency in regard to spreading the Gospel." The book includes a series of

recommendations for what Adventists can do to prepare for what is at hand and to strengthen their

personal ministry.
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To deny the reality of our planets increasing degradation through the hands of sinful man is to deny

the biblical description of the results of sin on all creation. Yes political polarization has muddied the



waters as we allow worldly alliances to trump biblical evidence. This is the first Christian book I am

aware of that admits and explains the reason for our global crisis through that unique lens. His

research and data are insightful in that it clearly shows inevitable global natural and man made

systems breakdown through unsustainable practices continuance and mans inability to correct the

many problems facing us.Belief in Jesus and His return to gather His people stems partly from the

idea that sin will reach such a point of abuse of the earth and each other that this world would self

destruct if He did not. One does not need to be a Christian to gather great value from reading this

book. Many Christians today don't accept climate change or man made abuse that is leading to a

moment in time that the bible warns about. I for one believe this planets rapidly emergent crisis

through our mismanagement should be included in any warning to mankind of Gods judgements

and would like to witness more acceptance of a broken world sin has created which affects yes

even our Eco systems that are reliant on each other as a truth we should not hide under a

rock.Ultimately there is only one solution to the problem. The hope of all Christians everywhere. The

return of Christ and a planet made new as promised in the book of Revelation and Isaiah and

others.

This books provides reasons for why we see these once-in-a-century type weather events. Well

referenced and provides strong arguments as to why we will see more and what it all means.

This book definitely is worth five stars it shows clearly what is going on in our world today and the

reality is that science will not get us out of this the earth is dying and our economy also is in deep

trouble not president oboma and all his staff nor trump or any one can get us out of this mess but

the author says there is a way and only one way the one who when he created the earth everything

was good can restore it to its edenic beauty his name is Jesus and when he comes he will make all

things new this is the only way humanity can be saved by reading this book gave me hope for a

better world .

This book points out that mankind seems to be incapable of controlling his own ability to stop

polluting the earth in his quest to prosper his selfish greedy goals. In man's effort each year to raise

his standard of living will he sacrifice everything on earth to provide and accommodate mankind's

way of life? This book shows we are running a race with the destruction of the planet while no one

seems able to stop the man-caused destruction. It is a fascinating read.



Science good. Reasonable Biblical tie-in. Obviously written primarily for SDA's but still worth the

read dispite extra-biblical references. Well written.
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